A measure of near-surface fluid motions that predicts air-water gas transfer in a wide range of conditions 
1. Introduction

34
[2] Early interest in the subject of air-water gas transfer 35 arose from the need to understand the aeration of anoxic 36 waters, and has continued due to the need to track dissolved 37 pollutants, greenhouse gases, and other geochemical com-38 pounds. A large amount of literature exists on the subject, 39 including recent reviews [Banerjee and MacIntyre, 2004] . 40 In spite of this body of work, the mechanisms that drive the 41 process remain poorly understood and consequently pre-42 dictions have large uncertainty. For example, widely used 43 predictive models of the gas transfer process commonly 44 differ by factors of three or more, and contain poorly 45 understood non-linearities [Banerjee and MacIntyre, 46 2004] . This translates to uncertainties of at least 300% in 47 recent attempts to calculate a net oceanic CO 2 uptake 48 [Donelan et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2002] . Such 49 uncertainty is due to the highly variable nature of correlat-50 ing factors, e.g., wind, waves, surfactants, and thermal 51 convection or stratification. The purpose of this letter is to 52 report experimental support for a mechanistic model of air-53 water gas transfer that accurately predicts the rates in a wide 54 range of conditions.
55
[3] Previous attempts to develop mechanistic models of 56 the process [Danckwerts, 1951; Komori et al., 1993 yet it is not clear how they affect air-water gas transfer. 
Conceptual Model
75
[4] The gas transfer coefficient, k, is defined as reported to occur when the ten-meter-height wind speed,
91
U 10 , is greater than 3.5 m/s. In this wavelet regime,
98 where u 0 and v 0 are the interface-tangential velocity 99 fluctuations. The root mean square (rms) surface divergence 100 is (g 2 ) 1/2 , where the overbar denotes an ensemble average. 101 In the thin liquid layer near the surface where the main 102 resistance to transfer exists, g is equal to the interface-103 normal-velocity gradient [Banerjee and MacIntyre, 2004] . 104 A simplified form of the surface divergence model is
106 where k is the average gas transfer coefficient and C is a 107 constant $O(1) [Chan and Scriven, 1970; Csanady, 1990; 108 McCready et al., 1986; Banerjee, 1990] . The term (g 2 ) 1/4 is 109 termed ''the square root of the rms surface divergence''. As 110 mentioned earlier, equation (3) and recommended [Yelland et al., 1998 ]. 165 just ahead of the crests and divergence zones just behind, 166 confirming some results from side-view studies of micro-167 breaking waves [Peirson and Banner, 2003] . The patterns are 168 not parallel-crested but are crescent shaped, similar to infra-169 red imagery captured in other studies [Zappa et al., 2001] .
170
[12] The raw images of flow tracers, not shown here, 171 afford additional qualitative information. For u* greater than 172 $0.10 m/s, the tracers occasionally collect just downwind 173 of a wave crest and ''surf'' along with the wave, i.e., travel 174 at the crest velocity. This is evidence that water moves 175 down the front of the wave at a speed equal to, or slightly 176 greater than, the crest speed. This is a defining characteristic 177 of wave breaking [Peirson and Banner, 2003] ; Bubbles are 178 not generated by this breaking. Such small wavelength 179 breaking, which is ubiquitous on the ocean and on lakes, 180 is often termed ''microbreaking''. In our experiments it 181 begins to occur at wavelengths of 5 cm (u* $0.10 m/s), 182 simultaneous with the development of surface divergence 183 patterns. We use the particle ''surfing'' behavior as an 184 operational criterion for microbreaking.
185
[13] For each friction velocity a collection of 300 sequen-186 tial surface-velocity fields and 3750 sequential surface-slope 187 fields were used for a calculation of (g 2 ) 1/4 and s 2 respec-188 tively. The results are shown in Figure 2a where it is seen that 189 the measures have similar shape, and show a change in 190 behavior at u* $ 0.10 m/s when microbreaking begins. In 191 Figure 2b , it is seen that (g 2 ) 1/4 varies linearly with s 2 . It is , r 2 = 0.95. The solid lines are the prediction of equation (3), with C = 0.7 and 0.5. Circles are data from this study. Right-pointing triangles are ''cleaned II'' data from the oscillating-grid tank study of McKenna and McGillis [2004] . (b) Gas transfer coefficients normalized to Sc of 600, k600, versus u* (u* is calculate from U 10 as described in methods), compared with other experimental data and common oceanic parameterizations: Liss and Merlivat [1986] is the solid line; Nightingale et al. [2000] is the dashed line; Wanninkhof and McGillis [1999] is the dotted line; data of Komori et al. [1993] are the diamonds; data of Siddiqui et al. [2004] are the asterisks.
233
[17] Turning now to measurements of mean square wave 234 slope, linear relationships between k and s 2 have been found 235 in previous studies [Jahne et al., 1987] , and were confirmed 236 here; data are in the online material. In light of our experi-237 ments, this result can be expected based on the combination 238 of Figures 2b and 3b Figure 2b provides some insight. A connection between s 2 243 and k is intriguing since surface roughness measurements, 244 such as slope, may be gathered over large spatial areas using 245 satellite remote sensing. We caution that in field conditions, 246 with fetch, swell, and other complexities, the relationship 247 between s 2 and (g 2 ) 1/4 could easily be different than 248 Figure 2b . However, even if our laboratory wave conditions 249 are much different than the real ocean, there is no reason to 250 expect the surface divergence model, equation (3) , and also between s 2 and (g 2 ) 1/4 , 261 explaining previously observed correlations between s 2 and 262 k. Microbreaking waves commence forming at u* $0.10 m/s, 263 equivalent to U 10 $ 3.5 m/s, and significantly increase the 264 surface-normal motions in the concentration boundary layer, 265 as seen in Figure 1 . These motions dominate the gas transfer 266 process at intermediate wind speeds, likely causing the 267 regime change seen in Figure 3b .
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